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Panzano 

"Fine Italian Dining"

A nice night out with delicious food is what you'll get at Panzano, an

Italian restaurant located in Denver. With a menu that is as elegant as its

decor - the vaulted ceilings are impressive and plush, metallic chairs

decorate the room - Panzano has gained its good name from such

delectable dishes as the Pastiche, a pasta dish layered with spicy

meatballs, cheese, ragu and cinnamon custard. Complete your meal with a

delicious cocktail or a glass of wine from their extensive alcohol list.

 +1 303 296 3525  www.panzano-denver.com/  909 17th Street, Denver CO
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ChoLon Modern Asian Bistro 

"Big Market, Big Taste"

Named after the large Chinese market in Saigon (ChoLon is "Big Market"

in Vietnamese), ChoLon is a hip, cutting-edge restaurant serving up artful

variations on Southeast Asian classics. One of Denver's dynamic culinary

scene's darlings, the restaurant, manned by star chef Lon Symensma, is

committed to using local ingredients in daring ways. Its menu offers

flavors in many portions, from delicate tastes on its small bites menu

(perfect for business meetings and alongside the in-house specialty

cocktails) to more substantial servings from its woks or large bites menus.

Come see what everyone is talking about; your palette will forever praise

you!

 +1 303 353 5223  www.cholon.com/  info@cholondenver.com  1555 Blake Street, Suite 101,

Denver CO
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Little India Restaurant - Downtown 

"Great Indian Food For A Steal"

Little India Restaurant - Downtown is an award-winning restaurant for

fourteen years in a row for their delicious authentic Indian food. The

tastefully done Indian decor welcomes you for a befitting lunch buffet

comprising of appetizers, curries, vindaloos, specialty dishes and more for

just USD8.99 or for a delightful dinner full of Indian exotic dishes that too

are moderately priced, so that you can relish the tastes of India. Enjoy the

live jazz on Thursday and sitar on Friday nights. While you are shopping or

are attending a show and are craving for scrumptious Indian fare, do drop

in to indulge yourself.

 +1 303 629 5777  www.littleindiadenver.com/  1533 Champa Street, Denver CO
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New Saigon Restaurant 

"Taste of the East"

New Saigon Restaurant the dining-gem is one of the best Vietnamese

restaurants in Denver and has been applauded around the city and won

the 'Best Vietnamese Restaurant' multiple times. On weekends the place

gets packed and tables are hard to come by, but the food is definitely

worth the wait. The simple décor is nothing special, but the place is

comfortable and serves great food. The menu offers a wild variety of

dishes ranging from chicken and pork to Dungeness crab and frog legs.

Vietnamese coffee and the ever-popular coconut juice are also available.

 +1 303 936 4954  www.newsaigon.com/  info@newsaigon.com  630 South Federal

Boulevard, Denver CO
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Pho 95 Noodle House 

"Pho-Ever!"

A popular local Vietnamese eatery, Pho 95 has customers hooked on to

its delicious soups and dishes. Celebrating the traditional Vietnamese dish

'Pho' - a noodle soup served with meat, usually, beef or chicken. If you're a

longtime Pho lover or have never even heard of the dish, this restaurant

sure knows how to cook up some excellent Pho. There are different

variations of the soup, try the rare steak version or their 'Dac Biet' - a

combination of rare steak, brisket, tripe, tendon and flank. They serve

them according to sizes, so if you just just want to do some tasting, go for

their small and if you happen to fall if love, the large will be happily

served. There are various other authentic Vietnamese dishes, from curries

to rice and noodles. The prices are affordable, so one can stop over

anytime without causing a dent in the pockets. If you want to show your

love for the shop, buy one of their t shirts with messages like 'Pho-Sho!' or

'The Pho-KING'.

 +1 303 936 3322  www.pho95noodlehouse.

com/

 officialpho95@gmail.com  1401 South Federal

Boulevard, Denver CO
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